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IFLUECE OF ACIET WORLD MYTHOLOGY O 

COTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE 

CASE STUDY: IMPULSE OF MAYA MYTHOLOGY O ARCHITECTURE OF ERIC OWE MOSS 

 

ABSTRACT:  

Throughout History, Mankind produced an enormous legacy of human believes and myths. Man learned 

how to record this legacy which had been known as the Science of Mythology. It concerns with collecting 

and studying the Ancient World Mythologies. This science was settled at the beginning of the 19
th
 

century.  Generations recognized this legacy of ancient nations by various shapes. It can be reached to us 

orally as stories or physically as written plates or scripts on temple walls or epigraphy inside tombs or 

even as monuments and fossils. This paper assumed that the contemporary architecture influenced by 

branches of this science. It focused on the architects who chose these mythical sources to be their 

guidelines leading them to create a new phase of architecture. It analyzed the architectural language of the 

American architect, Eric Owen Moss, selected as a case study. The paper researcher assumed that this 

architect inspired his conceptual ideas from the ancient Mayan Mythology. 

The paper used methodology to explain the contents in four steps as follows: 

Step 1: Vision on an Ancient Age - Recognizing meaning of the Ancient World & its components, 

producing a scientific definition of Mythology and its branches, knowing the most well-known Ancient 

World Mythologies and clarifying the sensitive relation between mythology and architecture.  

Step 2: Landing on the Mayan Civilization - Presenting excerpts from the ancient Mayan Mythology and 

classifying its important buildings.  

Step 3: What is the architectural metaphor? – Explanations of Chris Abel. 

Step 4: Breaking Codes of Smart Architect - Making journey into the cultural background of Eric Owen 

Moss to know his own motives for inspiration, interpreting his architectural language influenced by 

Mayan Mythology, holding an analytical comparison between his projects to know every chosen 

inspiration source and finally reaching set of conclusions. 

 

KEYWORDS: ARCHITECTURE, MYTHOLOGY, MAYA CIVILIZATIO, CARACOL,        

                           ARCHITECTURAL METAPHOR, COSMIC SYSTEM 
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1- ITRODUCTIO: 

Some architects depended on the ancient legacies as wide inspiration sources can provide their minds 

with rich ideas. They thought that this act would create more interaction between the visitors and the 

building spaces. Those architects found that the Ancient World Age is full of primitive ideologies, true 

stories, events, myths and architecture of civilizations, which can be incredible material for inspiration. 

So, this paper will produce the meaning of Ancient World Age and clarifying what are its components as 

theoretical preface to analyze, after that, the architectural language of Eric Owen Moss and to determine 

the exact mythical source he decides to resurrect. 

2- VISIO O A ACIET AGE: 

At this part, the paper will declare the main definition of Mythology identifying its historical 

approach, its branches and its relation to architecture as follows: 

2-1 THE ACIET WORLD AGE:   

Historians of the new age put many visions for the Ancient World Age. They agreed that this Age is the 

time when many civilizations proved their existence in history. Some of them witnessed high rising and 

others had been fallen
1
. Historians divided the Ancient World Age into two periods: 

o First Period: Prehistoric Era. 

o Second Period: Ancient Civilizations Era.  

From last few centuries, Historians appeared 

and started documenting the true events 

about the long journey of humanity. After 

that, Many other sciences began to appear 

and being settled as (Archaeology, 

Mythology, Anthropology, Cosmology). 

Historians therefore divided the Ancient 

World into four components as Fig.1 
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2-2 THE SCIECE OF MYTHOLOGY:    

The Mythology is the deep content of the 

religions spread between ancient civilizations. 

It considered as the holy sacred events 

happened to those old societies. The Science 

of Mythology concerns of collecting and 

studying the Ancient World Mythologies. 

 
Fig.2: The Ancient World produced the Mythopoec 

mentality 
www.controverscial.com/Greek  (April2005) 

It had been settled at the 19th century. Scientist of Mythology never requires believing in it but must 

know that it was sacred religious credence to those people who lived in that ancient age2 .   

2-3 BRACHES OF MYTHOLOGY:    

The primitive life for the ancient civilizations produced 

many branches of mythology. Those people considered each 

branch as a sacred fact, which formed the architectural 

language for their buildings3. Scientists of Mythology 

classified these mythical branches as shown in Fig.3. This 

paper assumed that those mythical branches turned to be 

inspiration sources for the contemporary architecture 

controlling and leading the whole design process4.   

 

Fig.3: Diagram of Mythology Branches  
Analyzing of the researcher 

2-4 THE WELL-KOW WORLD MYTHOLOGIES:    

Arthur Cotterell is a British scientist of mythology. He wrote 

many books presenting numbers of Ancient World Mythologies. 

Nevertheless, at 1999, he produced "The Encyclopedia of World 

Mythology". It is a collection of accurate studies for 18 scientists 

focusing on 22 mythologies
5
. He gave the importance to eight 

different mythologies are shown in Fig.4.     

 

Fig.4: The Well-Known World Mythologies 
according to Arthur Cotterell 

Cotterell, Arthur, (2002), "The Encyclopaedia of 

World Mythology", Published by Parragon & 
the British Library, Warminster, UK, page of 
contents 

Ancient Egyptian 

Ancient Indian 

Ancient Japanese 

Christian 

Ancient near East 

Greek & Roman 

Ancient Chinese 

Ancient 

Religious Belief 

Cosmogenic Vision 

 

Myth & Religious arratology 

 

Metaphysical Attitudes 

 

Religious Symbols 

 

Sacred Geometries & umbers 
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2-5 THE RELATIO BETWEE MYTHOLOGY AD ARCHITECTURE:  

By discovering the long history, it can be noticed that there is mutual relation between Mythology and 

Architecture. Troy Horse, the Gothic Castle of Dracula and the sunken buildings of Atlantis are 

architectural works provided mythology with innovative values. They made the mythical stories living to 

eternity. On the other hand, the architectural languages of the Ancient World were the natural products 

due to primitive thinking. Louis I. Kahn said: 

"Architecture of civilizations as the embodiment of myth”
6
. 

The paper, therefore, will present in the next step spots from the ancient Mayan Mythology and 

classifying its important buildings to recognize the inspiration sources used by Eric Owen Moss in his 

architectural language.  

3- LADIG O THE MAYA CIVILIZATIO: 

This civilization was chosen as a case study because it's full of mythical branches which produced unique 

architectural language. Mayan people lived in Mid-America from fifth century BC till 1541 AD. Their 

capital was Yucatan. The paper will follow an analytical methodology to view these spots as shown in 

Fig.5    

 

Fig.5: The Methodology used to present Mayan Mythology & its architecture language 

Analyzing of the researcher 

 

C- Architecture produced by Mayan Mythology 
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Sacred 
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umbers 

 

Religious 
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Cosmogenic 
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A- Knowledge Sources 

 

B- Mythical Branches 
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3-1 KOWLEDGE SOURCES OF MAYA MYTHOLOGY: 

First source is the scripts of Popol Vuh, the 

Mayan holy book, illustrated most parts about 

their culture, religion and traditions. They are 

preserved now in museums of (Paris, Dresden 

and Madrid). The second source is the book 

"Relacion de las Cosas de Yucatan" written by 

Spanish Priest; De Landa. It clarified their 

language, numbers and mythical believes
7
. 

 

Fig.6: Popol Vuh is the Mayan Holy Book 

http://o-books.rmlconsult.com/PopolVuh.jpg 
(May2006 

3-2 BRACHES OF MAYA MYTHOLOGY AD ITS ARCHITECTURAL LAGUAGE: 

The next table will present the familiar mythical branches for Mayan civilization and its unique 

architectural language. 

   

Ancient Mayan Mythology  

Knowledge Sources Popol Vuh, the Mayan holy book – The book of the Spanish Priest 

M
y
th

ic
a
l 
B

ra
n
ch

es
 

Religious Belief 

Worship of God Quetzalquatal , the feathered serpent 

Belief in the mysterious power of heaven 

Worship of  Fossilized Creatures & Belief in contact with heaven 

Cosmogenic Vision 

Theory of the 2 Gods - Theory of Hunahpu & Ixbalanque, the twin hero 

who created the universe starting by sun and moon 

Myths Tzolkin, The Sacred Year – The Sacred Heaven & Dual Deities 

Religious Symbols 

Holy Heads of fossilized sacred creatures: 

(Humans, Animals, Birds and Reptiles) 

Sacred Geometries 

Sphere, Cylinder, Spiral, Pyramid & The Dual Geometries 
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Architecture produced by 

Mayan Mythology 

Ancient Mayan Architecture 

Ball Courts Observatories Pyramids & Temples 

   

Scenario of the Mayan 

Mythology 

Melodrama of Silence and Fossilization 

Table.1: The mythical branches of Mayan Civilization & its architectural language 

Analysing of the researcher and depending on: 
Stierlin, Henri, (1981), "The Art of Maya ", Published by Arts Graphiques Heliographica S.A., Lausanne, 

Switzerland 
 

Items of this table became the inspiration source of the architecture of Eric Owen Moss will be explained 

in the fourth point.  

4- WHAT IS THE MEAIG OF ARCHITECTURAL METAPHOR? 

This part will clarify how the ancient World Mythologies became as sources for inspirations providing the 

contemporary architects with innovative ideas. This will be explained through the next three points as 

follows:    

4-1 TIME JUMP & IMPORTAT QUESTIOS: 

Paper jumps to modern age. It can be seen that history witnessed enormous change happened to the globe. 

Civilizations disappeared but leaved architecture as ruins. While others made spectacular development 

and produced landmark architecture as evidence of high technology. Historians can realize how deep 

revolutions happened in thoughts, ideologies and sciences. Religious people also can notice that there are 

some religions got disappeared and some others got distorted.  Now, we should ask ourselves 2 important 

questions: 

o Has the cultural legacy of the Ancient World completely been vanished?  

o Did the globalization erase this enormous legacy?   
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If the answers of previous questions will be: (o). So, where it is gone? What is the relation between it 

and the contemporary architecture?  

4-2 ARCHITECTURE & ART OF METAPHOR: 

In his book: Architecture and Identity... Towards a global eco-culture, Chris Abel, the American critic, 

explained the interesting relation between literature and architecture. He said:   

"We embark upon a voyage of discovery into the unfamiliar territory of architectural meaning. 

Architecture is properly interpreted as a semi-autonomous language game but also influenced 

from external sources as history, literature, science, religion, myth, art and ancient 

architecture. Metaphor consists of giving a thing a name that belongs to something else. 

Aristotle says: (Metaphor gives style, clearness, charm and distinction as nothing else can). 

)ew concepts do not spring from nothing or from mysterious external sources. They come 

from old ones. )ew concepts emerge out of the interaction of old concepts and new situations. 

There are, therefore, intimate between new and old ways of looking at a thing. Metaphors are 

full of traces" 
8
.  

 

It can be concluded that using metaphor in design can create rich values in architectural representation 

because architects, followed that trend, resurrect the cultural legacies that make spiritual interaction 

between visitors and the building spaces. Those architects followed serial mythical scheme, on purpose, 

leading them in their design process. The paper, therefore, chose one of them to interpret his own way in 

inspiration and to analyze how he could use the art of metaphor in resurrecting the ancient Mayan 

Mythology.          

4-3 THE FOLLOWED SCHEME TO AALYZE THE ARCHITECTURE OF ERIC OWE 

MOSS:  

 

Fig.7: Diagram used in analyzing the architecture of Eric Owen 
Moss 

 

Mayan Mythical 

Branches 

Mayan 

Architecture 

Scenario of the 

Mayan Mythology 

Determine which 

mythical source he 

chose  

 

Explaining how he 

resurrect it 

Presenting comparative 

figures between the old 

mythical source and the 

architecture of the 

selected project  

C- Analyzing the 

mythical effects     

A- Who is this architect?     

B- Spots on his cultural 
background and architectural 

thinking  
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5- Breaking Codes of Smart Architect"  

At the final part, the paper will analyze the impact of Mayan mythology on the architecture of Eric Owen 

Moss as an architect who shows his interest with this civilization, its mythology and its architecture. In 

order to break his codes, the paper will recognize his cultural background and will analyze some of his 

projects in Culver City, California. This will be explained through the next points as follows: 

5-1 WHO IS THIS ARCHITECT? 

Eric Owen Moss is an American architect, born in Los Angeles 

at 1943. He studied architecture at Berkley University but 

graduated from Harvard University. He returned to his home 

state at 1972. Moss has been in dreamland for years with client 

Frederick Samitaur-Smith, who is as much a collaborator as a 

patron. Over more than a decade, they have steadily been 

transforming down-at-heel Culver City, Los Angeles, into a 

showcase for the Moss vision
9
.    

 

Fig.8: Moss while presenting one of his 
projects 

www.arcspace/ericowenmoss/index_.htm   
(June 2007) 

5-2  SPOTS O HIS CULTURAL BACKGROUD AD ARCHITECTURAL THIKIG: 

By searching into the background of Moss, it found that he affected with two well-known persons in the 

history of literature… 

First: Franz Kafka, the Czech Author, is one of the most 

peculiar people imaginable. His insights and his 

sensibilities are unique. In his novels, he put something 

down very strangely; it registers with lots of people. 

They understand exactly what he's talking about. Moss 

believed in the unique way of Kafka to attract people. 

He, therefore, prefers to use his strange imagination in 

inspiring the conceptual ideas
10
. 

 

Fig.9: Aronoff Complex, Calabasas, California 

explained the imagination of Moss in design as the 

same way of Kafka's literature 

http://www.ericowenmoss.com/project/aronoff_compound/  

(June2007) 
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Second: Sun Tzu, the Chinese Philosopher, wrote a book called "The Art of War". It teaches the ways of attack 

and how to find the weak points, where the opponents are vulnerable, and go there deeply
11

. Moss deals 

with the American society, the building users, as his enemy. He made excavations into their memories to 

find where their vulnerable points are. He found unfortunate truth, all Americans knew, that the land of 

USA was inhabited by other nations as (Red Indians, Incans, Mayas, and Aztecs). So, he touched one of 

the most painful points in the American society that it got no originality, roots came from other lands. He, 

therefore, chose to resurrect the legacy of the Mayan civilization as one of these ancient nations who lived 

in the south parts of America and many parts of mid America. He wanted to face the American society 

with this fact by using his unique architectural language.  

"Out of Place Is the One Right Place" is an essay 

of Moss published at 1992 in a book called "The 

End of Architecture", He focused on the relation 

between architecture and the cosmic system. He 

admitted with much impression to Mayan legacies 

and their belief in the mysterious contact between 

the sky and creatures fate on earth.  

 

Fig.10: Moss impressed by Caracol, the Mayan 
observatory 

Noever, Peter, (1992), "The End of Architecture – 

Documents & Manifestos", Published by Prestel, Munich, 

Germany, p.62 
 

Moss explained that, this belief is the main reason of why Mayan people built observatories. Caracol is 

the only helical building in Yucatan. Caracol is Spanish word means snail. Studies emphasized that the 

design was to chase the stars. It is symmetrical and asymmetrical; it is quizzical. However, the building 

embodies a societal consensus cannot be possessed. The snail unites architects and inhabitants of 

Chichenitza, the Mayan city where the Caracol is, all convinced of the stars merits. The building mediates 

between the society and the sky. In the enigmatic Mayan world, meaning is private. Mayan mythology 

became productive reference. It gets us outside the conventional western lineage of architecture, gets us 

outside to go inside
12

. 
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1
st
 Source: The Mayan Cosmogenic Vision – Theory of the Two Gods 

 

Moss influenced by this unique building. He decided to inspire its form and produced to the American 

society in new phase that can be set as a riddle difficult for most of public to solve. The next part of the 

paper will present analyzing for some selected projects of Moss who inspired his conceptual ideas from 

Mayan mythology and its architecture.                    

5-3 AALYZIG THE MYTHICAL PROJECTIO O SELECTED PROJECTS OF MOSS:   

First Project: Samitaur Kodak, Culver City, Los Angeles, California, USA, 1993 

Kodak, the American famous film company, wanted to construct an office building near to the 

international Kodak theatre where the Oscar prizes celebration had annually been held. Moss was chosen 

for this task as the in charge architect. By following the diagram shown in fig.7, first, it will be 

determined which mythical sources he chosen for inspiration. Second, paper will explain how he can 

resurrect them in his architectural representation. 

A) DETERMIES THE CHOSE MYTHICAL SOURCES FOR ISPIRATIO: 

 

 

Many Mayans believed in mythical creation theory. They 

thought that two Gods (Gugumatz, the water-god and 

Huracan, the wind-god) created the world. They started 

creation by animals that unfortunately renegade them. 

Then, they created the first humans who also never been 

thankful. They, therefore, decided to curse all of them 

changing their heads to be wooden blind sculptures 

looking to the scratch. After that, they sent a messenger 

to the magic land to bring for them four grains of corn. 

The two gods changed every grain to a man. Those four 

men became the origin of Mayan tribes13.  

 

Fig.11: Sculptures surrounded the Mayan 

pyramids refer to the mythical curse 

www.maya-archaeology.org 
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3
rd
 Source: The Mayan Religious Symbols – The Fossilized Heads 

2
nd

 Source: Theme of Mayan Scenario – Melodrama of Silence & Fossilization  
 

 

The previous mythical theory produced speical kind of drama. 

Scientists of mythology deduced its exsistence by physical 

evidencs which are many statues surrounded the Mayan 

pyramids. These sculptures cosidered embodiment for the 

mythical curse. The statues looked like fossilized creatures. This 

mythical scenario of (Melodrama of Silence and Fossilization) 

became productive refrence for literature and many other fields
14

.                 

 

Fig.12: The Mayan religious symbols 

http://members.shaw.ca/mjfinley/num

3.gif 

  

 

The fossilized heads of the punished first creatures became the main religious symbols for Mayan society. 

Mayans worshiped these holy heads to avoid their evil. They also used them to be their language. They 

carved many forms of these heads over their temple walls. Historians found that the most used words in 

Mayan language are the human heads, which always appeared as face's profile looking by one side to 

nothing
15

.  

B) AALYZIG THE PROJECT DUE TO THESE EFFECTS: 

Eric Owen Moss usually followed regular scheme in his architecture. He designed a rectangular 

geometry-using module of equal distances and same height. After that, he selected one corner of the 

rectangular shape to put his mysterious secret in.  

  

Fig.13: Samitaur Kodak is a building for asking 

questions 

http://www.ericowenmoss.com/index.php 

/project/samitaur/   (June2007) 

Fig.14: Design of Samitaur Kodak is a rectangular 

geometry with unique event in the corner 

Ibid 
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Inspiration Source: The Caracol, the Mayan Observatory 
 

In this project, Samitaur Kodak, he resurrected the dramatic mythical curse of the holy fossilized heads by 

choosing one of these Mayan human heads to be his holy event. He designed an abstracted form for 

human head in the end of the rectangle. This anthropomorphic piece of architecture made an interaction 

between the building and its users. The visitors, who went there, left all the offices and entered from the 

head part. Many people, who stood inside the head, admitted with their confused feelings towards this 

wired shape and said, "It was an exciting experience". The function of this project, therefore, changed 

from being a traditional office building to be a museum for tourists who came especially to Culver City to 

visit this unique place
16

.   

   

Fig.15: The Fossilized Mayan Heads were the inspiration source for Moss's formation 

Ibid 
 

Second Project: Ince Theatre, Culver City, Los Angeles, California, USA, 1995 

This project considered a new step in changing Culver City from an industrial place to be an 

entertainment resort. The authority chose one of the most vital squares in the city to be the construction 

site. Many governmental buildings surround it. The theatre aimed to decrease pressure of people who 

work there daily. The capacity of the theatre was determined to be 530 seats for audience distributed as 

450 seats in the ground floor and 80 seats at the first floor. The government chose Moss to be the in 

charge architect to unify his architectural style in all the future extension projects in the city
17

.   

A) DETERMIES THE CHOSE SOURCE FOR ISPIRATIO: 

 

 

Mayan Civilization was interested in building observatories as a normal reflection for their belief in 

power of the sky. The paper mentioned that Moss impressed with Caracol, the most well known Mayan 
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observatory. He realized that, the Mayan architects who built it, design every architectural element 

according to a hidden cosmic system. Moss thought that the Caracol visitors are like celestial bodies 

moving in universal orbits. Caracol has spiral stairs, many rooms on different levels and limited openings 

for measuring angles of the light rays. The upper room covered by a dome, but unfortunately most parts 

of the dome were falling down due to the natural factors as rains and hurricanes
18

.  

B) AALYZIG THE PROJECT DUE TO THE PREVIOUS EFFECT: 

Moss influenced by the hidden cosmic code controlling architecture of the Caracol. He invented an 

analogous cosmic system controlling design of the theatre. He considered all theatre form as the whole 

universe and every part inside became as celestial body orbits related to the whole system. Moss designed 

a circular plan very similar to the Caracol plan. He inspired the cracks happened to the Caracol dome and 

resurrected in new form to be the main spherical roof to all theatre form. Moss studied the paths of light 

rays which entered the Caracol. He created similar paths of artificial light rays which spot on the stage 

artists. He collected all the required spaces i.e. (The main theatre hall, the stage, offices, entrances, service 

places) inside that spherical shape without losing any space. He anticipates that, the users of theatre will 

feel that they are fragments moving according to hidden cosmic system
19

.  

 

 

Fig.16: The Circular Plan of the Caracol 

Stierlin, Henri, "The Art of Maya ", Published by 

Arts Graphiques Heliographica S.A., Lausanne, 

Switzerland, (1981), p.177 
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Fig.17: Circular Plans, Perspective, 3d Models and section in Ince Theatre emphasizes that Moss followed a 

similar design process to the architecture of the Caracol represented in using spherical shape, cracks, light 

rays and spiral stairs 

http://www.ericowenmoss.com/index.php?/projects/project/ince_theater/   (June2007) 

 

 
     

Third Project: What Wall?, Culver City, Los Angeles, California, USA, 1998 

One of the Computer companies, in Culver City, decided to construct an office building for its money 

dealings. The new building consists (Conference hall, offices, stores, maintenance places and the most 

important space is the manager office). The members of the computer company selected Moss for this 

task because they knew how much successful he reaches by his booming projects in Culver City
20

.  

 

A) DETERMIES THE CHOSE MYTHICAL SOURCES FOR ISPIRATIO: 

 

Popol Vuh, the Mayan Holy Book, referred to an interesting Mayan theory of creation. It told about twin 

brothers, Hunahpu and Ixbalanque, who created the universe starting by sun and moon. Mayans believed 

in the underworld and they called it Xibalba where the hard games were played. The myth explained how 

this twin became unbeatable hero between the tribes. The evil lords felt jealous so they called the twin for 

playing a match in Xibalba. While they were playing with the ball, the evil lords sent a bat that cut the 

head of Hunahpu, the old brother. They used it instead of the ball. Ixbalanque put a pumpkin on his 

1
st
 Source: The Mayan Cosmogenic Vision – Theory of the Twin Hero 
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2
nd

 Source: One of the Sacred Geometries – The Sphere 
 

brother's body to be able to continue the match. Finally, after twin's victory, Hunahpu raised up in the 

morning sky to be the sun and his brother raised up in the night sky to be the moon
21

.  

  

  

According to the previous mythical theory of creation, Mayans worshiped the pumpkin as a sacred plant. 

The spherical shape is a sacred geometry in their life. Mayans worshiped this plant because of its 

important role in the myth and they realized how it became a symbol of sacrifice. In the true life, the 

Mayan wizard celebrated annually with the king by haunting some persons from the weak tribes, then let 

them climbing handcuffed to peak of the pyramid, waiting until solar eclipse happened, and finally, 

cutting their heads. However, after years many tribes made revolution. They, therefore, simulate this 

ceremony by putting a pumpkin instead the cut head
22

.      

 

Fig.18: Events of Mayan ceremonies in torturing the prisoners and the Pumpkin turned to be sacred plant in 

Mayan life 

Captured Photos from movie: “Apocalypto”, Directed by Mel Gibson 

www.maya-archaeology.org/Rollout_Maya_vase_bo...    (June2007) 
  

B) AALYZIG THE PROJECT DUE TO THESE EFFECTS: 

Eric Owen Moss applied his mythical scheme in design using the previous effects. He designed a 

rectangular geometry-using module of equal distances. After that, he selected one corner of the 

rectangular shape to put his mysterious secret in. The function of this corner designed to be the most 

important space in the building. It belonged to the company head manager. Moss saw that, this space 

must be the most distinguished form than all other spaces. He produced, through out this space, an 

architectural metaphor inspiring the spherical shape of sacred pumpkin and reused it to be his new piece 
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of botany-morphic architecture. Moss wanted to make relation between (The Mayan mythical source of 

sunlight, which is the cut head of Hunahpu) and (The transparency of this space, which lighted by the 

sunrays from three corrugated windows) how?  

He designed corrugated orange wall and texture it with sloped bricks. He let this space in double height 

and put three sloped windows in its wall. Users, who stood inside, feel that they surrounded by much rays 

of sunlight. Moss aimed philosophical reason by this act. He desired to give importance and sacredness to 

this space to simulate the generous role of pumpkin in the myth to be the generous head manager office, 

which controls in the money dealings of all the computer company. Outsiders, who watched the whole 

building, their eyes attracted, for once, to this unique form. He hanged this new pumpkin on limited 

height at the second floor to look like a hanged human head looking to the public. This architectural joke 

aimed more interaction between the building and its visitors
23

.   

 

Fig.19: The Sacred Pumpkin is the inspiration source, which became the new riddle surprised the critics and 

the building visitors 

http://www.ericowenmoss.com/what_wall_formerly_trivida/    (June2007) 
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Inspiration Source: The Mayan Ball Courts 
 

 

Fourth Project: The Umbrella, Culver City, Los Angeles, California, USA, 1996 

Government decided to build a new theatre to be a host for the young singers from the city. Once again, 

Eric Owen Moss was the in charge architect for this task. He produces flexible design distributing the 

audience into two places. People set in closed hall and others stood outside to listen to the singers in an 

open space. Moss created, as usual, rectangular geometry to be the closed form of the theatre. He painted 

it with pale gray color. This form consisted of (listening hall, offices, small conference hall, galleries). He 

carefully achieved all the factors of comfort to the audience especially the factors of volume, sound, 

height and view
24

.    

A) DETERMIE THE CHOSE SOURCE FOR ISPIRATIO: 

  

 

Urban planning of the ancient Mayan cities, usually, put one ball court in the corner of each city. The 

Mayan society played matches on these courts to re-birth the lovely memory of the twin hero. They 

planted a sharpened tree in the corner of the ball court. They did this to resurrect the myth of Cabalash, 

the sacred tree that had sharpened branches. This terrifying myth explained that referee of the match 

judged on the beaten team by bringing their captain then cut his head and hang it over the sharpened 

branches of the Cabalash
25

.       

     

B) AALYZIG THE PROJECT DUE TO THE PREVIOUS EFFECT: 

Once again, Moss selected one corner of the rectangular shape to put his new surprise. It was an umbrella 

made by steel and glass. It used to be a shade protecting the singers who sing in the open air. Moss 

designed this shade in corrugated surface to be sure that the music will reach to the standing audience 

perfectly. Many visitors and critics asked themselves why the architect designed such sharpened 

corrugated form in this corner in the building. Breaking code of this secret represented in another 

architectural metaphor. Moss inspired the sharpened shape of the sacred tree, mentioned in the myth, and 

turned to be his new botany-morphic architecture. 
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He was bearing in mind the location 

where Mayans planted their sacred 

tree. Moss, therefore, inspired the 

sacredness of this natural element to 

reuse it new form. Probably, he 

aimed that, if any singer sings in 

bad way maybe some audience will 

punish him over the sharpened 

branches of the new steel tree
26

.          

 

Fig.20: Sacred Cabalash Tree was the inspiration source for 

Umbrella Project 

http://www.ericowenmoss.com/index.php /project/the_umbrella/    
(June2007) 

 

 

5-4 AALYTICAL COMPARISO BETWEE THE SELECTED PROJECTS: 

 

From the table.2: We can conclude that, there are clear architecture language distinguish the design 

scheme of Eric Owen Moss. He designed, usually, function building in rectangular geometry, and then he 

selected one of his corners to put his own surprise. Moss, always, inspires his secrets from the Mayan 

Mythology and produces it in new form using the Hi-Technology. 
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The Inspiration Sources of Moss's Architecture 

Case Study: 
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T
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3-What Wall? 

 

T
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4- Umbrella 

Theatre 

 

Table 2: AALYTICAL COMPARISO BETWEE THE SELECTED PROJECTS 
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6- PAPER COCLUSIOS:  

1. The architectural language of the ancient world was indeed natural embodiment of the mythical 

believes. 

2. The cultural legacies of civilizations did not vanished but they became productive sources for 

inspiration in the contemporary architecture.  

3. Eric Owen Moss excavated the American history to peck up one nation who inhabited the land of 

USA from hundreds years ago to remind the American citizens, his projects users, with this 

painful fact that they are living on ruins of the indigenous people. 

4. Moss used his imagination to present new forms of architecture inspired from the Mayan 

mythology and their ancient buildings. 

5. Moss, usually, designed rectangular geometry and select one corner to put his metaphor, which 

stood against critics and public as a difficult riddle.  

6. Moss depended on his fame that gained from his first project to continue his journey with 

architecture in success.  

7. Relation between mythology and architecture is still subject to debate.    
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